★★★★★ Masterpiece in the Field of Self Realisation, May 30, 2017

The Reviewer, is a perceptive seeker, but has chosen to be anonymous.

This review is from: Self-Realization Through Self-Knowing: A New Hindu Enquiry Into Dharma And Moksha (Kindle Edition)

The present book is a masterpiece and a "Must Read" for all those who intend living their lives as Self Realised Person. Whereas many Western books about self-realisation confuse their readers with wrong ideas such as getting materially rich and being famous, Dr. Sankara's book is presenting very valuable and deep philosophical concepts of what Self-realization is really about. According to Dr. Sankara's message only when we understand the difference between our false created self and our true Self, we will be able to permanently live a life in freedom, love, bliss, health and inner and outer prosperity. This book is highly recommended as well as the courses offered by Dr. Sankara. Maybe for some readers the courses may be a useful "add on" in order to really fully grasp the content.

-The Anonymous Reviewer